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ABSTRACT

The interrelationships of a Master Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
with the 1980 Port of San Diego Master Plan are discussed here.
The Master Plan EIR Included a natural resources Inventory of the San
Diego Bay area. The inventory covered about 2,500 acres of tidelands
and about 3,000 acres of submerged lands. Native terrestrial and marine
habitats were identified and categorized using standard classification
systems. Biota of special interest were noted, Including seven plants
and three animals with officially designated rare and endangered status.
A comparison of these data with land and water uses of the Port's Master
Plan allowed analysis of the potential for integration of development
proposals with minimal impact on natural resources.

A Natural Resources Management Program was initiated based upon the
inventory and the Port Master Plan to develop methods to mitigate
and/or compensate for possible future alteration of shoreline and bay
habitat. Twenty candidate areas were located, suitable for one or more
of six methods of habitat improvement. The methods included: marsh
generation/enhancement; shallow subtidal lagoon construction; placement
of artificial fish havens; transplant,of eel grass; enhancement of shore
line to increase clam populations; and the preparation of nesting areas
for rare and endangered birds.

Through the Natural Resources Management Program and cooperative inter
action with federal and state resources agencies, potentially conflicting
environmental policies and review procedures are being integrated in a
manner compatible with both conservation goals and development objec
tives of the Port's Master Plan.

INTRODUCTION

The San Diego Unified Port District was established in 1962 by the
California Legislature as trustee of much of the tidelands and submerged
lands of San Diego Bay, for the people of California. The Port District
was charged to administer its jurisdiction for commerce, navigation,
fisheries, and recreation. These responsibilities differ in kind,
scope, and significance from those of general-purpose local governments.
For example, the Port District must plan and provide for the administra
tion of harbor and transportation facilities to serve not just local and
regional needs, but also the national interest. This is exemplified by
the Port District's responsibilities as operator of two marine terminals,
San Diego's International Airport, Lindbergh Field, and other commercial,
recreational, and industrial developments throughout San Diego Harbor.
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Inevitably, conflicts arise between the requirements for urban develop
ment for human needs and those for natural resources. It Is the conten
tion of this discussion that these conflicts can best be resolved on a
broad, comprehensive planning and environmental management basis rather
than on a traditional parcel-by-parcel, or project-by-project approach.
A comprehensive approach 1s reflected In the Port District's Master Plan,
SDUPD (1980a), which was recently amended after public hearings; and by
a comprehensive EIR, SDUPD (1980b), which was written pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and to comply with the
California Coastal Act of 1976. The California Coastal Act was designed
to achieve the goals of the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of
1972 (CZMA).

The Port District must also discharge its duties In the overall public
interest. By state legislative mandate, this Includes development re
sponsibilities of Interest to the people of the State of California and
of the nation. Some of these developments have the potential to impact
natural resources. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
CEQA also require however, that development proceed 1n a manner which
will avoid or minimize substantial adverse environmental effects.

The Port District has continuously, over the last several years, co
ordinated with various federal and state resources agencies including:
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service; the
National Marine Fisheries Service; and the California Department of F1sh
& Game to help develop a comprehensive Natural Resources Management
Program. Numerous private professionals and various members of the
academic community have also assisted. The objectives are to provide
for the maintenance of existing valuable natural resource areas and to
actively enhance areas which are presently degraded.

This paper discusses the utilization of the Master Plan EIR for the pre
paration of the baywide inventory of natural resources. The completion
of the Inventory led to the development of the Natural Resources Manage
ment Program, which Identifies candidate areas for possible enhancement
of specific natural resources values. As an example, the proposed
natural resource enhancement plans that are currently being considered
for a partially disturbed tidal marsh area 1n South San Diego Bay, are
described here in detail.

PORT DISTRICT MASTER PLAN

The Port District's Master Plan area is located generally along the San
Diego Bay shoreline (Figure 1). San Diego Bay 1s situated on the Pacific
Coast in California, 1n southwestern San Diego County, adjacent to the
Point Loma peninsula and the San Diego downtown area, about 120 miles
south of Los Angeles, and about 10 miles north of the U.S./Mexican
border. The Port's ownership Includes land portions of tidelands (some
of which have been filled and are no longer subject to tidal Inundation);
and submerged lands (lands constantly beneath the waters of some portions
of San Diego Bay).

The Port's Master Plan is a comprehensive guide to unified, integrated
development of Port District tidelands and submerged lands. The Master
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Plan Includes policies for the achievement of stated goals, maps of
general land/water use designations, and interpretations of appropriate
land and water uses. The Master Plan provides for Port public works
projects as well as tenant proposals. Six different land and water uses
are described, Including: Commercial; Industrial; Public Recreation;
Public Facilities; Conservation; and Military.

The Port Master Plan area is divided into nine Planning Districts which
separate the Port's jurisdiction Into Identifiable areas for precise
planning and environmental management purposes, see Figure 2. For
example, the Precise Plan land and water uses proposed for Planning
District 7, Chula Vista Bayfront are included in Figure 3.

MASTER PLAN EIR AND NATURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY

The Port Master Plan EIR inventoried the natural resources of San Diego
Bay and surrounding area to set aside areas for conservation, and to
comply with CEQA and the California Coastal Act of 1976. Natural resources
were mapped for each of the Port's Planning Districts to correspond with
the Precise Plan maps Included 1n the Port Master Plan. For example,
Figure 4 illustrates the corresponding natural resource map produced for
Planning District 7, Chula Vista Bayfront. As seen in the legend on
Figure 4, the maps Included sampling stations for water quality, sediment
types, and for the presence of heavy metals. Numbers were placed ad
jacent to the map symbols to refer the user to the primary source for
further information.

Terrestrial plant habitats and vegetation, including Introduced and
native species, found In each Planning District, were mapped using the
symbols shown In Figure 4. Mapping was based on existing reports,
aerial photographs, and field surveys. Rare and endangered plants were
identified from Information supplied by the California Native Plant
Society, Powell (1974), and were Indicated on the maps using the symbols
shown. Marine habitats and vegetation were designated 1n all water
areas, and animal life found in land or water during many technical
surveys were also Indicated. In addition, alongside each symbol denoting
fish survey sampling locations, numbers Identifying the information
source were used to reference the reader to the original report. F1sh
common names were also listed on the maps, adjacent to the sampling
locations.

In San Diego Bay, moderately high current velocities, two tidal changes
per day, and a high ratio of tidal prism volume to bay volume help to
stabilize water temperature, salinity, and high dissolved oxygen levels,
all of which contribute to a productive environment for bay marine life.
Good water circulation and tidal flushing also provide high nutrient
levels essential to larval (just hatched) and juvenile (early stages)
marine life. San Diego Bay 1s a major and Important spawning area for
ocean and bay fishes, and the marine and terrestrial habitats are an
Integral element in the Interconnected food webs of the adjacent ocean
waters. The area contains seven marine and six terrestrial habitat/vege
tation types, which support a wide diversity and high abundance of
animals. At least 200 different species of resident or migrant birds
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use the bay for feeding, nesting, or resting. More than 60 species of
fish and at least 200 species of marine invertebrates, including clams,
lobster, crabs, shrimp, etc., many of commercial and recreational importance,
are found in San Diego Bay. Three rare and endangered birds, including
the California least tern, the light-footed clapper rail, and Belding's
Savannah sparrow reside in and/or utilize the Bay area. Seven rare and
endangered terrestrial plants occur in the Tidal Marsh, Coastal Dune
Sand Plant, and Maritime Sage Scrub plant communities.

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The Port Master Plan EIR, natural resources inventory led to the devel
opment of the Natural Resources Management Program, which identifies 20
candidate areas located as suitable for one or more of six methods of
habitat Improvement. Figure S depicts the candidate areas where the
following different habitat enhancement methods could be applied.

Marsh Generation/Enhancement. This method includes the generation of
tidal marsh vegetation in areas previously disturbed. Such generation
can be conducted by transplanting, seeding or various vegetative sprig
ging techniques, Hoodhouse et.al. (1974). The objective would be to
Generate additional tidal marsh vegetation, primarily cordgrass
Spartina foliosa), and pickleweed (Sallcomia virginica). These two

tidal marsh plant species have considerable Importance as habitat for a
wide variety of ecologically Important bird species and various forms of
marine life.

Tidal marsh enhancement could occur In those areas wherin existing tidal
marsh vegetation Is established, but could benefit from one or more
various Improvement activities. For example, an existing tidal marsh in
the Chula Vista area shown on Figures 4 and 5 is a candidate for enhance
ment through the Improvement and opening of partially or totally blocked
tidal inlet channels which could Improve water circulation and thereby
enhance marsh development.

Eelgrass Transplant. Eelgrass, (Zostera marina)Is a marine plant which
1s essential for food, shelter, and serves as egg-attachment sites for a
wide variety of abundant marine invertebrates and fish species, many of
which have considerable commercial and recreational economic importance.
Eelgrass occurs in San Diego Bay at various locations, primarily determined
by water depth (optimum range of about 0 to -18 feet MLLM), and also as
determined by areas of highest water transparency. As shown in Figure
5, there are several candidate areas for the artificial transplant of
eelgrass.

Clamped Enhancement. Several shoreline areas throughout San Diego Bay
contain populations of various clams, including cockles (Chione sp.),
and Uttleneck clams (Protothaca staminea). Several shorelines Include
optimum slopes and elevations for the enhancement of existing populations
of clams, but adequate sediment grain size is not in place in many of
these areas. Consequently, this method would stress the placement of
gravel In selected areas to enhance the existing populations of clams.
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Fish Haven. This method would include the establishment of small-scale
artificial reefs using various materials In the shallow waters adjacent
to existing and proposed public fishing piers. This method has the
potential to enhance public recreational fishing use and to provide
additional and improved habitat for existing fish populations. Several
species of bay fishes Including perches, basses, opal eye, and croaker
would be benefited by the establishment of such artificial reefs. An
additional benefit would be the provision of additional shelter areas
for crabs and for the California spiny lobster, (Panul1rus 1nterruptus),
which has an estimated breeding population size of 300-400 in San
Diego Bay, Peeling (1975).

Lagoon Opening. This method could include the small scale dredging of
previously disturbed areas adjacent to existing tidal marsh for the
creation of shallow subtidal lagoons to provide shelter and further
enhance habitat conditions for the development of many species of marine
fishes, see Figures 6 and 7. Such an alternative would return areas
previously altered by human activities, such as by off-road vehicle
use, to productive extensions of the estuary type habitat of portions of
San Diego Bay, to enhance populations of commercially and recreationally
Important fishes.

Nesting Area Preparation. This method could be applied in disturbed
areas for the preparation of possible nesting sites for an endangered
bird species, the California least tern, (Sterna albifrons browni), a
late spring and summer migrant which utilizes some barren, sandy or
otherwise vacant areas as nesting habitats. Between 100-150 California
least terns are estimated to nest in the San Diego Bay area, and habitat
enhancement such as this could potentially increase numbers of this rare
and endangered bird population, Jurek et.al. (1977).
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HABITAT ENHANCEMENT

The following is an example of one way in which the Port's Natural
Resources Management Program is currently being applied. The subject
area is along the western shoreline of South San Diego Bay near the
City of Imperial Beach. This low-lying land area of about 12 acres,
which presently includes about 5 acres of tidal marsh vegetation,
is a candidate for the application of a number of different methods of
habitat enhancement, by virtue of the existence of various different
natural resources adjacent to disturbed areas, see Figure 6. The
existing setting of the vegetation and habitat conditions of this area,
called the Emory Reserve, can be contrasted with four habitat enhancement
options shown in Figure 7. The locations of each of the enhancement
sites are coincident with those areas which would do the least amount of
damage to existing natural resources, and would primarily utilize those
areas which have been previously disturbed by human activities.

Finally, as shown in Figure 8, a combined approach, and perhaps from an
ecological, natural resources standpoint a more productive approach, is
the composite of four habitat enhancement methods, applied discrimi-
nately at various locations. Such a composite habitat could include
eelgrass transplant adjacent to the Emory Reserve shoreline; a lagoon
opening which would serve to allow tidal circulation for enhancement of
a juvenile fish nursery area, and would also separate the existing tidal
marsh vegetation from further human intrusion; an additional amount of
marsh enhancement which could include transplant in adjacent areas now
given over to scrub plant communities; and finally the possible utiliza
tion of dredge spoil materials taken from the lagoon opening dredging
activity, placed in a plateau-like arrangement in the area presently
disturbed by human activity, and prepared properly as a nesting site to
enhance populations of California least terns.
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CONCLUSIONS

A Natural Resources Management Program as herein described, applies the
concept that natural resources are best managed on a regional basis
rather than on a traditional project-by-project or permit-by-permit
approach. From the standpoint of biological productivity, such a pro
gram is far more sensible, since natural resources are not respectful of
jurisdictional boundaries nor of permit-processing constraints. It Is
felt that the application of a program such as this has the potential to
achieve the objective of the integration of Implementation of Port
planning and development objectives with the preservation, and in many
cases, the enhancement of existing natural resources, which tradition
ally are found to be in conflict with human needs and economic objec
tives for an area as valuable for commerce and navigation as a major
port.
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URBAN WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION: A Case Study of the Port
Angeles Revitalization Effort

Paul D. Carr

This paper explains the Port Angeles waterfront revitali
zation effort by briefly examining the conditions in Port
Angeles, the various actors who were involved, what studies
and investigations occurred, and the processes involved in
our program of revitalization - basically, what worked in
one small coastal city.

Port Angeles, Washington, is a City of 17,000 people
located on the Olympic Peninsula, which is on the Strait
of Juan de Fuca, between the Pacific Ocean and Puget Sound.

In less than ten years the community has undertaken a
comprehensive urban waterfront revitalization program. The
community now has a new public pier for transient boat and
Coast Guard Cutter moorage, sight-seeing and fishing; con
struction underway on downtown beautification; construction
beginning on a pedestrian/bicycle trail running the length of
the Harbor; a proposed new sign ordinance for Downtown; a
marine laboratory and exhibit area being developed; plans un
derway for rehabilitation of the shoreline; and a proposed
ordinance creating a public development authority to stimu
late revitalization projects by private firms.

Port Angeles has historically been a slow-growing, stable
community with the heavy industrial area and central business
district located on a deep harbor. Timber products manufac
turing and tourism are the major employers. However, timber
products manufacturing employment has not increased since
World War II, while tourism has increased significantly and
has even greater potential. This growth and potential is
largely the result of Olympic National Park to the south;
abundant sport fishing in the harbor and adjacent waters;
nearby coastal beaches; and a 90-minute ferry ride to Vic
toria, the capital of British Columbia, Canada. There is
little industrial land available in the waterfront area, and
industrial uses were encroaching on the Downtown in the early
'70's. The central business district, bounded on the north
by water and on the south by bluffs, was deteriorating physi
cally; although the number of businesses had remained stable
there was almost no additional growth. The waterfront itself
was run-down and underutilized, containing sand and gravel,
construction and wholesale produce operations. The Planning
Commission had been considering reclassifying it industrial.

Planning Director
City of Port Angeles
140 West Front Street

Port Angeles, Washington 98362
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Major actors involved in the revitalization were the City
Manager, a downtown businessmen's group, the City Council,
Planning Commission, Park and Recreation Board, general pub
lic, a councilwoman and a college professor. Secondary ac
tors included the local Port Authority, Coast Guard, consul
tants, four large manufacturing mills and the Washington
State Department of Ecology.

The City had conducted the typical studies and investiga
tions on Downtown and general community development, includ
ing a Technical Assistance Plan for a public pier and a con
vention center; participation in the Over-all Economic De
velopment Plan for the County; and two studies of Downtown im
provement. Most of these studies never were used in the gen
eral decision processes of the City. In addition. Port An
geles had the usual number of aluminum siding salesmen tell
ing the local businessmen how to make their Downtown bright,
shiny and profitable. The Comprehensive Plan, which was
three years in the making and involved over 22 public hear
ings, generated new information which ultimately shaped the
waterfront revitalization program. That Comprehensive Plan
identified potential problems and opportunities, reaffirmed
some earlier goals and raised questions on others. Prelim
inary investigation revealed that in addition to the water
front industrial uses, historically there was no "100%" or
prime commercial corner in Downtown. For years, retail ac
tivities had flip-flopped between the two east-west streets.
Vehicular circulation was primarily east-to-west, while
pedestrian circulation was north-to-south. There was also a
shortage of parking Downtown. The two major department
stores were adjacent to each other at one end of the Downtown;
thus the rest of the Downtown, occupied by smaller stores,
was not benefiting from the comparison shopping between the
two stores. Summer tourists provided a boost for Downtown
businesses. The ferry to tourist-oriented Victoria was a
prime reason the Downtown had not deteriorated further.

Once the community understood the dynamics of Downtown and
the waterfront's importance, consideration of changing the
Downtown into an industrial area was dropped and the revitali
zation process began to take on structure and coherence. The
new Comprehensive Plan specifically stated that downtown should
be oriented towards the waterfront and industrial uses phased
out. Report recommendations and ideas, such as the pier,
which had been discussed for years, were made specific recom
mendations in the Plan.

Given the multitude of problems and limited community re
sources of money and staff, the community developed a multi-
faceted approach to Downtown revitalization based on a con
cept which specified key locations in which to devote major
revitalization efforts, supported by other activities occur
ring in the entire Downtown. Major efforts would be expended
on one area at a time to enable the City to accomplish re
vitalization in a step-by-step process with public expendi
tures designed to stimulate private investment. The key area
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projects and supporting projects had to be clearly related
and necessary to the waterfront revitalization. Since re
vitalization would physically occur on a piece-meal basis
over a period of time individual achievements and successes
would have to be timed to maintain enthusiasm and momentum.

In 1976, armed with the new Comprehensive Plan and a re
vitalization concept, the key actors were able to take effec
tive action. The Manager pushed for development of the pub
lic pier as the first key project. The Downtown businessmen
began lobbying for a Downtown beautification project and suc
cessfully initiated rezoning of the waterfront and the harbor
area from industrial to commercial. That fall, two key par
cels on the waterfront became available. Through the urgings
of the Manager, the Council acquired both properties. With
a site secured, a citizens' committee, chaired by a former
mayor, organized a bond campaign for the public pier and
another project. The businessmen successfully lobbied the
City to hire a consulting firm to develop the third and
latest Downtown Improvement Plan. The businessmen also suc
cessfully lobbied for a Downtown sign ordinance. Armed with
the bond issue for the public pier on the Downtown water
front, a rezone, and City Staff drafting a new sign ordin
ance, revitalization proponents could combat the long-standing
apathy that nothing had ever been done, or would be done.

Neither the pier nor the Downtown beautification project
met with unanimous approval. The pier required two General
Obligation Bond elections before gaining approval in late
1977. Before construction, a large segment of the community
still considered it a waste of money. The consultant's Down
town plan showed every indication of languishing on the shelf
because the businessmen were not devoting sufficient time to
understanding the plan or lobbying the Council and their peers.
During its first campaign, in 1978, the Downtown beautifica
tion project L.I.D. encountered well-organized opposition
which painted the project as extravagantly expensive and pushed
for its reduction in scale. The proponents, anxious to suc
ceed, significantly reduced the area and scale of the project,
only to lose more support because some people felt the project
was no longer worth the money. One of the first casualties
in the reduction of the Downtown beautification efforts was
the waterfront. The opposition strategy worked and the L.I.D.
failed. Better arguments demonstrating the relationship of
the Downtown to the waterfront were needed.

Then, during the reorganization following the defeat of
the L.I.D., the group hired a councilwoman to review plans,
represent their interests, develop strategies and coordinate
with the City. This significant departure from their previous
part-time revitalization efforts is a major reason that a
Downtown beautification project is underway today. In 1979,
at the request of the Planning Commission and Park Board, the
City used Office of Coastal Zone Management moneys to design
a waterfront pedestrian and bicycle trail, which conceptually
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and physically would link the waterfront, the Downtown and the
industrial areas together. Through coordination efforts of
the councilwoman, proponents of Downtown revitalization were
able to argue that the waterfront was not being excluded in
their planning. A new beautification L.I.D., scaled down but
more strongly related to the waterfront, successfully passed
later that year.

The conclusion Port Angeles derived from this effort is
that a comprehensive, multi-faceted waterfront revitalization
program is most effective. Previous individual uncoordinated
efforts had failed. The revitalization effort was founded on
the new Comprehensive Plan which, based on an understanding
of local land use and economic relationships, clearly linked
the waterfront to Downtown revitalization efforts. The multi-
faceted program consisted of a number of projects, highlighted
by a seed project (the public pier) in a key location. The
pier was the seed project because it would accommodate the
needs of groups as diverse as the U. S. Coast Guard and small
children, and it had the most pizzaz.

A seed project is definitely needed because it can drama
tically turn things around; but the stakes for small cities
are too high to place all their eggs in one basket. A pro
gram of revitalization with multiple elements, as disparate
as sign ordinances and waterfront trails, is physical demon
stration that the revitalization is comprehensive. More im
portantly, the actors involved in revitalization are able to
time significant achievements in the various elements to
maximize the momentum necessary to keep the waterfront re
vitalization progressing and to overcome the apathy which
seems to be endemic to small, slow-growing communities. The
revitalization program must also be flexible. The key loca
tions of Downtown had to be improved, but a number of uses
would work interchangeably in those locations. The pier or
the marine lab could be built on either public waterfront
property, or as happened, both on one. This flexibility is
necessary if a plan of revitalization is to be able to re
spond to changing circumstances. The pier provides the same
general benefit - Downtown waterfront revitalization - in
either location.

While these concepts provide an underpinning to the City's
program of revitalization, two other elements cannot be over
looked - the actors involved and fortuitous circumstances.

Neither the pier, the Downtown beautification project, nor
the marine lab would have been accomplished were it not for
one or two people. The Manager and a former mayor spearheaded
the pier project. The Downtown beautification project would
never have been accomplished if the businessmen had not hired
someone that understood the political situation and could de
velop strategies to respond to it. The lab was the brainchild
of a marine biology professor. The fact that he was initiat
ing the project was sufficient evidence that the lab was
feasible, technologically and biologically.
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All programs and projects, and their eventual outcome, are
affected by the sequence of events in a community. The par
cels of land became available after, not before the Council
understood their importance to Downtown waterfront revitaliza
tion. The bond campaigns occurred during times of high em
ployment; and federal shoreline moneys were available to de
sign concepts and improvements for the waterfront that had
been cursorily addressed in previous studies. Port Angeles'
revitalization program had the structure and flexibility to
incorporate, adapt to and take advantage of the actors and
fortuitous circumstances.
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URBAN WATERFBOHT REVITALIZATION IN

MARYLAND - A NEW LINE FOR THE

OLD LINE STATE

Trisha A. Bednarz

INTRODUCTION

The issue of urban waterfront revitalization and redevelopment has
been experiencing a nationwide renewal of interest during the past few
years. This attention is primarily a response to increasing demand for
available public shorefront access and marine recreational opportunities
located closer to urban centers. During 1978, an ad hoc group known as
the Urban Waterfront Action Group (UWAG) was formed to identify and
implement a coordinated Federal approach to encouraging comprehensive
urban waterfront revitalization projects. This effort has resulted in
numerous Federal agencies offering financial, regulatory and technical
assistance in an attempt to increase the public awareness of the benefits
of revitalizing urban waterfronts.

BACKGROUND

As a case in point, the State of Maryland initiated an Urban Water
front Planning Program in November, 1979* The Program is being channeled
through The Coastal Resources Division (which also administers the
Maryland Coastal Zone Management Program) and includes a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Maryland Department of State Planning. Through
use of the "networking" approach, Maryland's Coastal Resources Division
(CRD) maintains a cooperative and coordinative relationship with other
State agencies. This system basically entails (l) providing a unified
framework to guide the activities of state and local government agencies
concerned with coastal resources and activities; (2) providing technical
and financial assistance to such agencies so that they can undertake
their activities in a more effective manner; and (3) promoting coordination
among such agencies to ensure that they carry out their activities in a
manner consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Program's policies
(Bradley, 1980).

In the area of urban waterfront revitalization, the CRD worked with
the Department of State Planning in developing the initial objectives of
the Urban Waterfront Program, established the application procedure with
corresponding proposal requirements, and now work together in the review
and acceptance of final project proposals. The primary purpose of the
Maryland Program is to encourage redevelopment and reuse of, and increased
access to, waterfront areas and facilities which have fallen into

Marine Recreation Specialist, Tidewater Administration (CRD).
Annapolis, Maryland 2lb01.
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disrepair or disuse. The Program also emphasizes the compatible and
multiple utilization (ex. - residential, industrial, commercial,
recreational) of the State's urban waterfront.

INITIATION & IMPLEMENTATION

At the present time, the funding is available for planning and
design of projects. The monies are made available to the CRD from the
Federal Office of Coastal Zone Management (OCZM) through Section 306
of the amended Coastal Zone Management Act (Sec. 306, CZMA, 1976).
This financial assistance is now provided on a 95? - 5% (CRD -
municipality) matching basis. In the future, under the new
reauthorization of the CZMA, 306A funds for low - cost construction will
be available to urban waterfront programs for project areas designated
in Maryland's coastal zone management program as areas of particular
concern (Sec. 306A, Coastal Zone Management Improvement Act, 1980).

Maryland's Urban Waterfront Program began with the designation of
all potential urban waterfront revitalization projects through identifi
cation of incorporated cities and towns located on Maryland's tidal
waters. This process resulted in a total of 51 waterfront municipalities
which then received information on the State's application procedures.
A total of 11 towns applied for the Program's first year allotted monies,
of which U projects were chosen for funding. These projects were
selected on the basis of the following criteria:

A. Extent of Distress in Project Area

1. structural deterioration
2. vacant buildings
3. deterioration of public facilities and services
h. environmental blight
5. economic stress

B. Public Need for Shoreline Access

1. responds to identified shortage
2. serves a variety of public access needs

C. Potential for Implementation

1. local staff and/or financial resources
2. public ownership of land in project area
3. private sector interest
k. coordination with other local projects and programs
5. consistency with (local) comprehensive plans

In addition, although scientific expertise is not a major factor
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in urban waterfront planning, it may play a significant role in specific
projects in the areas of floodplain management, wetlands/critical area
designation and State and Federal permitting processes.

Of the U projects selected, one is on the Western Shore and three
are on Maryland's Eastern Shore. It should be emphasized at this point
that physiographically and culturally, Maryland can be divided into two
very distinctive regions - the Eastern and Western portions - divided
by the Chesapeake Bay.

The Eastern Shore of Maryland is predominantly rural, with its
economy heavily dependent upon agricultural and seafood harvesting.
The shoreline is characterized by wetlands, wooded swamps and farmland.

The Western Shore contains two major metropolitan areas, the City
of Baltimore and Washington, D.C., as well as the rural southern
Maryland region. The topography of the western shore is that of gently
rolling uplands bounded by deep cut stream valleys. Much of the
shoreline is cliff or bluff with narrow (15' - 20') sand beach at the
base (Fitzpatrick et al., 1980).

Culturally, the regional geography of the State has affected the
time of settlement, economic possibilities, the rise and ebb of local
prosperity, and the ability of towns to keep their historical image
(Maryland Historical Trust, 1979). The most striking thing about
Maryland towns is the diversity of their size, age, physical make-up
and economic life. There are some major characteristics common to all
Maryland towns:

1. They were founded before the turn-of-the-century and retain
much of a 19th century feeling.

2. Most often, they consist of an original downtown Main
Street, flanked by various areas of residential,
manufacturing and transportation land-use.

3. They have kept alive a distinctive identity and a strong
sense of local history, largely because they have an
independent economic life and are not merely bedroom
communities or residential villages.

These small communities have many of the qualities associated with
the "small town". Even in those Maryland towns which have grown into
large regional centers (ex. - Annapolis, Baltimore), an original small
town core can be found embedded within the new growth. Here too
historic conservation can promote economic vitality and a strong sense
of local identity.

All four of the first-year urban waterfront projects are located in
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towns with populations between 3,500 and 18,000. Each project will
address the recreational needs of the town, implementation scheduling,
fiscal planning and future use of the area. In each project, the land
area is under city ownership and all project efforts are being directed
through public and private sector coordination. Relationships to the
adjacent central business districts are also being emphasized in an
effort to enhance the overall revitalization of the towns. All four

projects are basing their studies on existing data and Information that
can be used to formulate future planning and development policies for
each town. Following the development of design proposals, efforts will
be directed by both the CRD and the Department of State Planning to
assist the municipalities in obtaining additional funding (from a
variety of sources) for development and construction purposes.

The public participation process also plays an important role in
the State's Urban Waterfront Program. Through CRD's establishment of
the Coastal Resources Advisory Committee (CRAC), Maryland has involved
the public in the overall coastal zone management process. CRAC is a
95 member group consisting of Federal, State, local government, private
sector and general public representatives. They assist the CRD in
budget planning, review of various studies and in facilitating public
awareness and understanding of the State Coastal Zone Management Program.
In the urban waterfront planning area, CRAC has assisted in making their
local government officials aware of their concern for the revitalization
of their waterfront areas. In addition, CRAC representatives have also
become involved in the citizen-based groups that are assisting in the
urban waterfront design plans.

CONCLUSIONS

All in all, Maryland's Urban Waterfront Planning Program has
progressed substantially since its' initiation. Following both
Federal and State requests to deal with waterfront issues, Maryland has
definitely started the ball rolling. This includes coordination
between all levels of government, as well as special interest groups
in an effort to facilitate the Program's progress. Through this
concerted effort, a state-vide urban waterfront revitalization policy
is being established. Ultimately, the approach will enhance the
attractiveness of Maryland's waterfronts for visitors, while
simultaneously instilling a pride in the hearts of the residents.
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